Sentence Completion Activity

Directions: Read the prompt and have your child guess which word fits in the blank. If your child can read, have him/her read a sentence and have others guess. Cue for correct production of “th” when needed.

1. One, two, ______________________________(three)
2. Today, she turned 3 years old. It is her __________________(birthday)
3. A person who writes a book is called an __________________(author)
4. A race that is 26.2 miles is called a ____________________(marathon)
5. Birds take a bath in a ____________________________(birdbath)
6. If a person steals something, he is a ______________________(thief)
7. Birds don’t have fur. They have ________________________(feathers)
8. Shirts, pants, dress, and shorts are all ____________________(clothing)
9. A long name for mom is ____________________________(mother)
10. A long name for dad is ______________________________(father)
11. Sunshine, rain, and snow are all types of _________________(weather)
12. Brush your teeth with a _____________________________(toothbrush)
13. Chew food with your _______________________________(teeth)
14. Watch a movie in a movie ___________________________(theatre)
15. Take a bath in the _________________________________(bathtub)
16. We live on planet _________________________________(earth)
17. The day after Wednesday is __________________________(Thursday)
18. The opposite of North is _____________________________(south)
19. In a year, there are 12 ______________________________(months)
20. First, second, third, _______________________________(fourth)

Notes To Parents: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Notes To Speech Therapist:______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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